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Abstract

In the extended n-dimenslonal Einstein theory of gravita-

tion, where the spacetime dimension can be taken as a "dynamical

variable" which Is determined by the "Hamilton principle" of

minimizing the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert action, It is suggested

that our Universe of four-dlmenslonal spacetime may encounter an

astonishing dimensional transition into a new universe of three-

dimensional or hlgher-than-four-dlmenslonal spacetime.

Why Is the spacetime In our Universe four-dimensional? This

question seems to have been addressed thousand times In the

history of physics and astronomy (or philosophy In general).

Some people might take this question as metaphysical while others

might do as physical. The recent remarkable progress In theore-

t ica l physics would make us believe that the tine has come when

we should take this question seriously as seml-physlcal or

"prephyslcal" and try to provide an answer. In the previous

papers, ' ' we have presented a few possible paradigms which may

determine the number or spacetime dimensions In "prephyaies", a

new line or physics (or philosophy but not metaphysics) In which

some basic assumptions taken as sacred ones In ordinary physios

are to be reasoned. In this letter, we shall further suggest the

astonishing possibility of dimensional transition of our Universe

Into a new universe of three dimensional or higher-than-four-

dimenslonal spacetime In the extended n-dimenslonal Einstein

theory of gravitation, where the spacetlme dimension can be taken

as a "dynamical variable" to be determined by the "Hamilton

principle" of minimizing the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert aotlon.

Let us f i r s t define the apaoetlae as a domain where the

g M V ( x ) * 0 a n d | 8 u v ) ( x > | < » f o r u , v - 0 , 1 , 2 , • • • , N - 1 , ( 1 )

in a mathematical manlTold of the spice tine coordinates of N

dimensions, (x u ) . Here, the spacetime metric is defined, as

usual In Rlenannlan geometry, as • function or the spacetime

coordinates which determines a distance, ds, between two points,



(xM) and (xu*dxu), In the following relation;

ds2 - g (x)dxMdxv . (2)

The f irst paradigm is to assert that since there Is no

reason why the spacetlme is £ priori of a definite number or

dimensions, it may be of Indefinite dimensions. In other words,

the spacetime dimension, N, may also be a "dynamical variable".

As other ordinary dynamical variables, it may be determined by

the "Hamilton principle" of

I_ - lain for n - N

(3)

where In Is the Elnsteln-Hllbert action integral of gravitation

extended to a n-dlmenslonal spacetlme. How the spacetlme

dimension can be determined has been first demonstrated in some

simplest models In Rer.1 and will be discussed In more general

oases In this letter.

The second paradigm is to assert that the spacetlme metric

may be or the definite dimensions if It i s made or some

fundamental matters in pregeometry^ where Einstein's theory of

gravitation In general re la t iv i ty can be reproduced as an

effective theory at low energies (or long distances). In fact,

in scalar pregeometry, the simplest possible model of

pregeometry, the spacetlme metric may be taken as the following

vaccum expectation value of the operator-product or fundamental

scalar fields, • 'si

<WX) (5)

The spacetlme dimension is determined by the condensation of the

fundamental fields as

0 for u.v - 0,1,2,...,H-1, (6)

and, therefore, dependent on the unknown dynamics of the funda-

mental f ie lds. However, It may be that the more fundamental

f ie lds exist , the more spacetlne dimensions would appear. A

similar idea had long been conjectured In the "space-color

correspondence1115)

*• «:„,<:,.c2,c3) (7)

.6)where Ca (3-0,1,2,3) are "chroma", the subquarks ' which are the

fundamental constituents of not only quarks and leptons but also

gluons carrying the color quantum number of SUCOg. In Ref.2,

we have demonstrated In a composite model of the spacetlme and

"colors" how the number of spacetloe dimensions Is restricted to

be not larger than the number of colors. We have also shown that

the idea of "spaoe-color correspondence11 can be realized in the

modified form of

f o r »•" " «.'.2.••••«-' (8)

where e are the n-belns of spacetlme whloh are related with the

spacetlme metrloea as guv - n ^ e ^ e ^ .

The third paradigm Is an additional constraint such as

asymptotic freedom, no anomaly, renomallzablllty, flnlteness,

and so on. It Is now well-known that the spaoetlae dimension is

•! - I -



required to be twenty-six for the Lorentz algebra to hold in

bosonlc string theories and that It 13 to be ten for the super-
Polncare algebra to hold in superstring theories 8) This

sometime fashionable argument for determining the spaoetlme

dimension certainly fa l l s into the third paradigm classified In

Ref.1. The recent ingenious argument by Sakharov for selecting

a particular series of K • 4j (1 -1 ,2 ,3 , • . • ) for the spacetime

dimension from the assumed posltivity of the extended Elnsteln-

Hllbert Lagranglan also seems to fa l l into the third paradigm.

It i s , however, weaker than the f i r s t two s ince such an

additional constraint i s rather mundane (or "theoretlshe-

thcoretlcal") without any direct relation with the origin of

spacttlm«.

Very recently^ related to the problem of explaining the

vanishing cosmclogical constant , several authors have

investigated the possibility of taking the spacetime dimension as

a variable along the same line in the third paradigm. 10) Some

others have even investigated measurable gravitational and

cosmologlcal effects due to the compactiflcatlon of hlgher-

dioenslonal apace time and impose-: constraints on the viability of

many higher-dimensional theories including Kaluza-Kleln,

supergravlty and string theories.

Let us now start with the following extended n-dlmenslonal

Elnsteln-HUbert action of gravitation:

cnR . Lo). (9)

Here, g - det g , c i s the "dimensional coeff ic ient" of

(mass)n dimension, R is the Riemann curvature scalar and L Is

the Lagranglan density for matter f ie lds. Although the dimen-

sional coefficients, c n ' s , are all unknown except for the only

(10)

where G Is the Newtonian gravitational constant, the simplest

possible and non-trivial example for them is given by

on - M n ' 2 with H - (16«G>~ 1 / 2 . (11)

Suppose the simplest possible ease for the -.opology and

other properties of the apacetlme, Ke. the closed, homogeneous

and isotroplo n-dlmenslonal spacetime (or universe), which is

described in the extended Robertson-Walker metric of

da2 - -dt2 * a2(t)d(l2 (12)

where a(t) is th« scale factor or "radius" or the universe and 0n

is the "solid angle" or the n-dlnenslonal space (an2 • d*2, da2 •

des*aln2ede2, do 2 - dx2«sln2x(d»2»sln2«d»2),•••). Then, the

Riemann curvature scalar is simply given by

B • (n-1)[(n-2-2q)H2 » 2^1 (13)

where the Hubble parameter, H, and the deceleration parameter, q,

are defined by

H (14)



AlsOi the relevant Riccl and Einstein curvature tensors are given

»y

H2 B - a2[(n-2-q)H2

and

Roo - (n-i)qH
2, B11 - a

2[(n-2-q)H2 • 2^§], ••• (15)

G,, - - ̂ a2(n-2)[(n-3-2q)H2 • *^f], ••-. (16)

respectively.

For further simplicity, let us suppose a single homogeneous

and lsotropic scalar field, +(x), representing all the matter

fields and being described by the Lagranglan density

where V(*) is the potential (Including the mass term If any).

Then, the Independent Einstein field equations are for the tlme-

Cl»e component

en(n-1)(n-2)(H
2 • -^l - 1»2 •

and for the space-space component

(18)

cn(n-2)[(n-3-2q)H2 • ^ ] - - ^ i 2 • V(») (19)

while the Euler equation of motion for the matter field Is

* • (n-l)Hi • V ' U ) - 0. (20)

Notice that the only two of these three equations (18)-(2O) are

l i n e a r l y Independent. This Is r e a s o n a b l e s i n c e these are

equations of motion for the only two Independent functions, a( t )

and « ( t ) . Also not ice that a se t of Eqs. (16) and (19) are

equivalent to the following s e t :

• 2 - 2c (n -2 ) [O»q)H 2 <• !-*
a

VW) - cn(n-2)[(n-2-q)H2 •

(81)

(22)

By u s i n g Eqs . (13) and ( 1 9 ) . the a o t l o n Integra l (9) can be

transformed i n t o

I n • 2cnfd
n*,^g[(n-2-q)H2 • ffijf]

(23)

Furthermore, by using Eq.(22), it can be transformed into another

form of

Notice that this last relation can be more directly proved by

using the relation of

Bc - §) (25)

which can be derived by contracting the general form of Einstein

field equations of

o.(R.... - ig....R) - h.Ai..* • SS....L. . (26)



To proceed further, let us assume that the potential V($) is

scale Invariant as

VU*> - *nV(«) (27)

where A la an arbitrary constant. Then, the action integral in

Eq.(2t) can be further transformed into

i28>

by Introducing the dlaensionless coefficient, fn, defined by

(29)

and the dlmenslonless aotlon integral, w , defined by

(30)

Here, ag and tQ are arbitrary constants (which can be taken as aQ

- a(0) and + Q - • ((>), IT we like) and a Is the dlmenslonless

parameter defined by

• - Vo • l31)

Although the n-dapendence of the dlmensionless action

integral, wn, seams to be complicated, i t can be weaker than that

of the dlnanslonless coefficient, fR. If this is the case, the

n-dependence of tha extended Elnsteln-Hllbert action, In , Is

alaost controlled by that of the dlmenslonless coefficient, fn>

The n-dap*ndenoe of the dimensl onless coe f f i c i en t , fn, for

various values of the dlmentlonless parameter, a, Is illustrated

In Flg.1.

This figure shows that the dlmenslonless coefficient always

has the true minimum of fn - 0 at n-- and that i t has a local

minimum at n-t for 9/8 < a <t/w and at n-3 for a > 1/x. It Is,

therefore, possible that the spacetioe dimension of our Universe,

n«1, is realized so that the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert action may

be locally minimized instead of being truly minlnlzed as in Eq.

(4) . It is also possible that the four dimensional apacetlme In

our Universe IS realized so that the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert

action may be stationary as fR at n • 1 and 5 for a • 9/8 and at

n - 3 and 1 for a - 4/».

What con we expect from this picture on how our Universe has

chosen tne particular number of spacetlme dimensions? Suppose

that the spacetlne in our Universe is Indeed four-dlMnslonal

since the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert action stays at the looal

minimum as fn at n-1 for 9/8 < o < 4/t. Suppose also that our

Universe Is in a quantum state as has bean claimed by Hartle and

Hawking. He can then expect that our Universe of four-

dimensional apacetlme pay encounter an astonishing dimensional

quantum transition Into a new universe or hlgner-than-four-

dimenslonal spacetlme since the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert aotlon

would become smaller after tunneling toward the true minimum of

1-0 at n--. Alternatively, suppose that our Universe Is four-

dimensional although the extended Elnsteln-Hllbert action does

not stay even at the looal minimum as fn for a > 1/w. We can

then expect that our Universe may encounter a dimensional quantum

- 9 - - 1 0 -



transition Into a new universe of three-dimensional spacetlme

s ince the extended Einstelr.-Hllbert action has the local minimum

at n-3. Furthermore, It la also possible that our Universe may

t r a n s i t Into a new one of e i ther three-dimensional or f l v e -

dlmensional spacetime without changing the extended Elns te ln -

Hllbert action after staying at the stationary point at n«1 as f

for a - 9/8 or « / i .

Before worrying about such disastrous dimensional transition

of our Universe, we must c a l c u l a t e the p r o b a b i l i t y for the

transi t ion. To calculate i t i s no doubt even more d i f f i cu l t than

to calculate the probability for the poss ib le t r a n s i t i o n of our

Universe from the present topology to a different topology, which

n»3 recent ly been discussed by DeWltt. ^ How to formulate

quantum cosmology In such a way as we may discuss a dimensional

transition of the Universe has not yet been Inves t igated and i s

an important subject for future invest igat ion.
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Figure Caption

Flg.1. The dlmenslonless coefficient (fn) for the extended

Elnateln-Hllbert action as a function of the spacetlme

dimension (n) for various values of the diaienslonleas

parameter (a).
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